
Report Template Design Services
EHS Data fully integrates consulting and software and offers a full 
service to create your system and keep it running smoothly
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Report Template Design Services

Report Template Design Services
No two sites, geographies or industries are the 
same regarding their reporting requirements, 
from regulatory to internal reports.

OfOften these reports contain tens, even hundreds 
of charts, tables and graphs. Creating these 
reports manually can be labour intensive and 
subject to human error. Often MonitorPro 
reports can be provided which automates this 
process and can produce accurate, correctly 
formatted reports in seconds.

We have specialist report development 
consultants to assist with providing the report 
templates and other data outputs you need. 
Outputs can be in a variety of formats, from pdf 
to word, auto-generated web pages, Excel and 
more.

WWe design the template, it then plugs into your 
MonitorPro and when run it will populate itself 
with live data from your database. We can alter 
the design as requirements change, but also 
provide the template, so that you can edit as 
needed.

The Following are all examples of just a few of 
the report outputs directly from MonitorPro:
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Our Team

The technical strength of our company is at the 
heart of our business. Our team have been 
recruited from not only in IT but also from 
environmental and technical backgrounds, and 
all have a long track record of using, 
administering and developing Environmental 
and Sustainability Data Management Software. 

Our deOur developers are experienced in the specific 
fields of EHS data management, from waste
management to contaminated land, mining and 
general industrial site monitoring. This enables 
the company to develop highly relevant 
solutions and quickly understand our clients’ 
needs.

Mark Cheetham
Senior Environment Manager at Waste Recycling Group, UK

“We have been using Monitor Pro for many years to manage our large 
quantities of environmental data & found it excellent for importing, storing 
& reporting to our many stakeholders. We have benefited from EHS’s 
flexibility and willingness to continually develop the product to meet 
changing demands.“

Lorna Gibbs
LTP Compliance Manager, Waste Recycling Group, UK

“I can now collate data from any database that I have access to, report it in 
any way I like, and schedule said reports, text alerts and compliance 
breaches etc to anybody I like as often as I like. In fact I’m at a loss how to 
fill my time!“

Andrew Nash
Environmental Compliance Co-ordinator, Landfill Group, UK

“As reports can be directly downloaded from the database, this means there 
is very little effort required to collate the routine data submissions to the 
appropriate authorities, including the EA. The graphing function can also aid 
greatly with understanding trends when assessing control/trigger level 
exceedences or writing Annual interpretative reports.“
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